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Dear Tchuma Tchato Project friends and 
supporters,
Another year ends in which God, despite 
human conditions, has done great things for 
which we are very glad.
Our stay at the Sabie happened during a 
crucial time for the forest rangers when 
they were battling the emerging problem of 
the rhino illegal hunting for the horn that is 
believed by the asian people to have healing 
and aphrodisiac powers.
Temptation of big and quick profit entices the 
local population who lives around the reserves 
and others to go contrary to the law and 
regulations, risking their lives, and invade this 
space to hunt them. The species is therefore 
threatened on account of something which is 
in itself just a myth.
These men almost all of them from distant 
places, having to work away from their families 
in order to provide for them, find themselves 
in a terrible dilemma of having to pursue, 
apprehend and even sometimes use their 
riffles against people who are their neighbors 
in the villages where they live temporarily. 
Some of them worked before as security guards 
in commercials areas and now see themselves 
involved in an armed conflict where they have 
to kill so they aren’t killed.
Besides the threat from outside there is also 
those from the inside who, in exchange for 
money, pass information on the whereabouts 
of the animals and the patrol schedule, making 
it easier for the poachers to act. This, together 
with some rangers doing it themselves.
Overall this situation causes big spiritual and 
psychological problems to those who try to do 
their job. In this respect our presence has been 
useful in that, through the sure Word of God 

and prayer, we have been able to minister the 
necessary peace of mind and spirit.
God willing in February 2013 we’ll be there 
available again to accompany them.
In Barberton, through Bonganni, we met Pastor 
Jabu who takes care of a congregation who, 
despite the conditions they face when they 
worship, remain devout. The place is literally a 
wooden shack, without any human conditions 
whatsoever, not worthy to be called a house of 
worship and prayer.

Jesus the Son of God, according to the Bible was 
born in a stable. It also says there that God doesn’t 
live in temples made by human hands and that to 
worship God one doesn’t have to be here or there 
but be in spirit and in truth. Howbeit it also says 
that if a request is made it is not enough to say 
“go in peace” without giving what is needed if it 
is possible to satisfy it.

For that reason, and because in our heart of 
hearts when we visited them the first time and 
saw their devotion and joy, we felt it was the right 
thing to do, we are now committed to build, not 



only a great and ostentatious 
cathedral, but something up 
to par which will serve also 

to attract more people to the Gospel. This will 
also be a place for community activities, teach 
people to read and write, learn a trade, youth 
gatherings, etc..
After the Christmas and New Year festivities, 
God willing we’ll start the work with what we 
were able to get in terms of monetary support 
during our stay in Portugal and what some 
friends here have pledged.
Next we want to present some figures which 
will show the Tchuma Tchato Project work 
throughout 2012;
10.804 pieces of literature with Christian 
message distributed; Books, Magazines, Multi-
Media, Pamphlets and News Letters. Which is an 
average of 900 pieces of lit per month.
We personally followed up on 879 people, some of 
them spread by different sessions, Bible classes, 
gatherings, etc. That is an average of around 73 
people per month. We can testify that 45 of them 
accepted Jesus as their personal Savior.
Through the materials distributed and other 
public events, we were in contact with 12.509 
people. That is an average of around 1.042 people 
per month.

From friends and supporters, 
the Tchuma Tchato Project 
received 15.553,00 euros, an 
average of around 1.296,00 
euros/month. To this figure 
we add 2.240,00 euros carried 
over from 2011, which gives us 
a total of 17.793,00 euros thus 
utilized until now;
13.850km travelled, not 
counting the intercontinental 
plane trip which added 
20.000km x 2. On the road 
trips 1.284L of petrol were 
used, which is an average 
of 9,27L/100km. Having in 
consideration the cars used 
both are big 2.5 engines one 
can conclude the driving was 
done with fuel economy as a 
priority.
With the plane fares and the 
petrol for the cars, insurances, 
road worth check-ups, repairs, 
licensing, visas and other 
administrative costs, food and 

lodging, healthcare, equipment, maintenance, 
donations, a total of 12.793,00 euros was spent, 
or an average of 1.066,00 euros/month. We have 
therefore a balance of 5.000,00 euros, from 
which 3.000,00 euros will be used in the first 
stage of the initiative “From Shack to Bricks,” 
building the church/community centre of the 
“Kingdom Life Worship Centre” scheduled to 
begin now in January. Please keep this initiative 
in your prayers.
We want to once again say thank you for all 
the friendship and help given to this missionary 
endeavor in Africa. God bless all who participate 
and that 2013 may be fruitful and gentle to you!
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